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Abstract

We investigate a class of hierarchical
mixtures-of-experts {HME) models where ex
ponential family regression models with gen
eralized linear mean functions of the form
'1/J(a + x T/3) are mixed. Here '1/;(-) is the
inverse link function. Suppose the true re
sponse y follows an exponential family re
gression model with mean function belong
ing to a class of smooth functions of the
form 1/J{h{x)) where h{·) E W� {a Sobolev
class over [0, W). It is shown that the HME
probability density functions can approxi
mate the true density, at a rate of O(m-218)
in Lp norm, and at a rate of O(m-4/s) in
Kullback-Leibler divergence. These rates can
be achieved within the family of HME struc
tures with no more than s-layers, where s is
the dimension of the predictor x. It is also
shown that likelihood-based inference based
on HME is consistent in recovering the truth,
in the sense that as the sample size n and the
number of experts m both increase, the mean
square error of the predicted mean response
goes to zero. Conditions for such results to
hold are stated and discussed.

1

Introduction

Both the Mixtures-of-Experts (ME) model, introduced
by Jacobs, Jordan, Nowlan and Hinton {1991), and the
Hierarchical Mixtures-of-Experts (HME) model, intro
duced by Jordan and Jacobs {1994), have received
considerable attention due to flexibility in modeling,
appealing interpretation, and the availability of con
venient computational algorithms. In contrast to the
single-layer ME model, the HME model has a tree
structure and can summarize the data at multiple
scales of resolution due to its use of nested predictor

regions. By the way they are constructed, ME and
HME models are natural tools for likelihood-based in
ference using the Expectation Maximization (EM) al
gorithm [Jordan and Jacobs {1994) and Jordan and
Xu {1995)], as well as for Bayesian analysis based on
data augmentation [Peng, Jacobs and Tanner {1996)].
An introduction and application of mixing experts for
generalized linear models (G LMs) are presented in Jor
dan and Jacobs {1994) and Peng, Jacobs and Tanner
{1996).
Both ME and HME have been empirically shown to be
powerful and general frameworks for examining rela
tionships among variables in a variety of settings [Cac
ciatore and Nowlan (1994), Meila and Jordan (1995),
Ghahramani and Hinton (1996), T ipping and Bishop
(1997) and Jaakkola and Jordan {1998)]. Despite
the fact that ME and HME have been incorporated
into neural network textbooks [e.g., Bishop (1995) and
Haykin (1994) which features an H ME design on the
cover], there has been very little formal statistical jus
tification [see Zeevi, Meir and Maiorov (1998)] of the
methodology. In this paper we consider the denseness
and consistency of these models in the generalized lin
ear model context. Before proceeding we present some
notation regarding mixtures and hierarchical mixtures
of generalized linear models and one-parameter expo
nential family regression models.
Generalized linear models, which are natural exten
sions of the usual linear model, are widely used in sta
tistical practice [McCullagh and Neider (1989)]. One
parameter exponential family regression models [see
Bickel and Doksum (1977), page 67] with generalized
linear mean functions (GLM1) are special examples of
the generalized linear models, where the probability
distribution is totally determined by the mean func
tion. In the regression context, a GLM1 model pro
poses that the conditional expectation J.l-(x) of a real
response variable y is related to a vector of predic
tors x E �s via a generalized linear function p,(x) =
'1/J(a. + {3Tx) , with a E iR and {3 E iR8 being the regres-
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sion parameters and 'l/J-1(-) being the link function.
Examples include the log link where ¢(-) = exp(·),
the logit link where 'l/JO = exp(·)/{1 + exp(·)}, and
the identity link which recovers the usual linear model.
The inverse link function¢(-) is used to map the entire
real axis to a restricted region which contains the mean
response. For example, when y follows a Poisson distri
bution conditional on x, a log link is often used so that
the mean is non-negative. In general, the GLM1 prob
ability density function of y conditional on x is totally
determined by the conditional mean function p,(x),
having the form p(y;x) = exp{a(p,) + b(y) + yc(p,)},
where p, = p,(x) = 'l/;(a + f3 T x), and a(·), b(·) and c(·)
are some fixed functions. Such models include Pois
son, binomial and exponential regression models, as
well as the normal and gamma regression models with
dispersion parameters regarded as known.
A mixtures-of-experts model assumes that the total
output is a locally-weighted average of the output of
several GLM1 experts. It is important to note that
such a model differs from standard mixture models
[e.g., Titterington, Smith and Makov (1985)] in that
the weights depend on the predictor. A generic ex
pert labeled by an index J, proposes that the response
y, conditional on the predictor x, follows a probabil
ity distribution with density PJ(y;x) = 1r(hJ(x), y) =
exp{a(p,J) + b(y) + yc(p,J)}, where f.i,J = 'l/J(hJ(x))
and hJ(x) = CXJ + f3}x. The total probability den
sity of y, after combining several experts, has the form
p(y; x) = I:J 9J(x)pJ(y;x), where the local weight
9J(x) depends on the predictor x, and is often referred
to as a gating function. The total mean response then
becomes p,(x) = I:J 9J(X)f.JJ(x). A simple mixtures
of experts model takes J to be an integer. An HME
model takes J as an integer vector, with dimension
equal to the number of layers in the expert network.
An example of the HME model with two layers is given
in Jordan and Jacobs (1994), as illustrated in Figure 1.
Note that the HME is a graphical model with a prob
abilistic decision tree, where the weights of experts
reflect a recursive stochastic decision process. In Fig
ure 1, adapted from Jordan and Jacobs (1994), the
expert label J is a two-component vector with each
component taking either value 1 or 2. The total mean
response p, is recursively defined by fJ, = 2:::7=1 gif.Ji and
Mi =
gjlif.Jij, where gi and gjli are logistic-type
local weights associated with the "gating networks" for
the choice of experts or expert groups at each stage of
the decision tree, conditional on the previous history of
decisions. Note that the product gigjli gives a weight
9J(x) = gigjli for the entire decision history J = (i,j) .
At the top of the tree is the mean response p,, which
is dependent on the entire history of probabilistic de
cisions and also on the predictor x.

2:::�=1

Figure 1:
A Two-Layer Hierarchical Mixtures-ofExperts Model
One important issue is the approximation power of
the HME models. Is the family of mean functions
of the form L:J 9J(X)f.JJ(x) proposed by HME rich
enough to approximate an arbitrary smooth mean
function of a certain family to any degree of accuracy?
What precision, in a certain norm, can the approxi
mation based on a specific number of experts achieve?
Such problems of denseness and complexity are well
described and studied in the neural network literature
[see Mhaskar (1996)] . A different question is the con
sistent learning property of HME with respect to a
specific learning procedure. An HME model, as later
we will see, is characterized by a parameter vector,
which can be estimated based on a training data set,
consisting of n pairs of (x, y)'s, following a learning
procedure (or fitting method) such as the least-squares
or the maximum likelihood approach. The consistency
problem centers on whether the learning procedure will
produce an estimated mean function being close to the
true mean function when the size of the training data
set is sufficiently large. Various methods of measuring
the closeness include the convergence in probability
and the convergence in mean square error of the esti
mated mean function. The latter is a stronger mode of
convergence due to Chebyshev's inequality [see Bickel
and Doksum (1977), page 463] and is the mode of con
vergence we will consider in this paper.
Regarding these important theoretical questions, it is
demonstrated by Zeevi, Meir and Maiorov (1998) that
one-layer mixtures of linear model experts can be used
to approximate a class of smooth functions as the num
ber of experts increases, and the least-squares method
can be used to estimate the mean response consistently
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when the sample size increases. The goal of this paper
is to extend this result to HME for GLMis with non
linear link functions, and to consider the consistency of
maximum likelihood estimation. The maximum like
lihood (ML) approach has two advantages over the
conventional least square approach. (i) The maximum
likelihood approach gives the smallest asymptotic vari
ance for the estimator of the mean response, in the case
of correct model specification. (ii) The convenient EM
algorithm can be used naturally for maximizing the
likelihood, just as in the case of ordinary mixture mod
els. However there are two difficulties for studying the
consistency properties of a likelihood-based approach.
(i) The maximum likelihood method deals with density
functions rather than with mean functions. A result on
the denseness of mean functions, such as the one stated
in Zeevi, Meir and Maiorov (I998), is not enough. We
need to establish a similar result for the density func
tions. We show that HME for GLMl density func
tions can be used to approximate density functions of
the form 1r(h(x),y), where h(·) is an arbitrary smooth
function. (ii) The maximum likelihood method mini
mizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence, while the
consistency properties for the estimates of mean re
sponses is usually investigated by showing that the
mean square error (MSE) of the estimated mean re
sponses converge to zero in some fashion. An extra
condition is required to establish a relationship be
tween the KL divergence of the density functions and
the MSE, or the £ distance of the mean functions.
2
Finally, we note that the parameterization of the
HME, as shown in the next section, is not identifiable.
Care is needed for statements about the parameter es
timates, which are not unique.
2
2.1

Notation and Definitions
The Family of Target Functions

Let n ::::: [0, I]5=®g=1[0, I], the space of the predictor
x, where ® stands for the direct product. Let A C
!R be the space of the response y. Let (A, FA,.A) be
a general measure space, (!1, Fo, K} be a probability
space such that K is absolutely continuous with respect
to the Lebesgue measure on n, and (O®A, Fo®FA, K®
.A) be the product measure space.
Consider the following target functions:
cp(x,y)=1r(h(x),y)

(I)

where 1r(·,·) : !R®A 1--+ !R is a fixed positive continuous
function, 1r(·,y) : !R 1--+ !R is a continuously differen
tiable function for all y, and cp : n ® A �---+ !R is measur
able Fn ® FA· In (I), h : !1 1--+ !R is assumed to have
continuous second derivatives, Lk:O:Siki:SZ IIDk hlloo :5

I, where k= (k1, , ks) is as-dimensional vector of
nonnegative integers between 0 and 2, l kl = 'Ej=1 kj,
llhlloo = SUPxEO lh(x) l, and Dkh = tklh ks . In
•

.

.

8x1

8x8

other words, h E W:f", where W:f" is a Sobolev space
with sup-norm and second-order continuous differen
tiability.
• • •

We further assume that for all hE !R, 1r(h,y) is a den
sity function in y, satisfying fA 1r(h,y)d.A(y) =I and
fA y2rr(h, y)d.A(y) < oo. A conditional mean function
p,(·), corresponding to a cp(·, ·), is defined by

l ycp(x,y)d.A(y)='ljJ(h(x))

p,(x) =

(2)

for all in 0. where 1/J(·) := fA y7r(·,y)d.A(y): lR I-+
'lj;(!R) is assumed to be one-one and continuously differ
X

entiable. The inverse of 'lj;(·) is called the link function.
In addition, define the second moment link function
v(·) : !R 1--+ !R by v(·) =fA y21r(·,y)d.A(y). Assume that
v(·) is continuous.
Denote the set of all such functions cp(·,·) =1r(h(·), )
by �. This is the set of target functions that we will
consider to approximate.
·

·

All density functions cp in <I> have conditional mean
function p,'s belonging to 'ljJ(Wf'), a transformed ver
sion of the Sobolev space W:f".
2.2

The Family of HME of GLMls

An approximator in the HME family is assumed to
have the following form:
/A(x,y;B)

=

L 9J(x;v)7r(aJ + f3}x, y),
JEA

(3)

where 1r{-,·) is as defined in Section 2.1. The pa
rameters of this model include CXJ E 0a C !R and
f3J E ef3 c !R5 with ea and ef3 being some com
pact sets, as well as v which is some parameter for
the gating function 9J'S. We use the symbol e to rep
resent the grand vector of parameters containing all
the components of the parameters v, CXJ and f3J for
all J E A. In (3), A is the set of labels of all the ex
perts in a network, referred to as a structure. Two
quantities are associated with a structure: the dimen
sion e= dim(A), which is the number of layers; and
the cardinality m = card(A), which is the number of
experts. An HME of £-layers has a structure of the
form A=®k=1Ak where Ak c N, k = 1, . . . ,e. (�e
use N to denote the set of all positive integers.) Note
that in this paper we restrict attention to "rectangular
shaped" structures. A generic expert label J in A can
then be expressed as J = (j1, ... ,jt) where Jk E Ak
for each k.

Hierarchical Mixtures-of-Experts

To characterize a structure A, we often claim that it
belongs to a certain set of structures. We now intro
duce three such sets of structures, .:J, .:lm andS, which
will be used later when formulating the results. The
set of all possible HME structures under consideration
is .:J ={A: A=®�=1Aki A1, ... , Ae c N; £EN}.
The set of all HME structures containing no more than
m experts is denoted as .:lm={A: A E .:J, card(A) :S
m} . We also introduce a symbolS to denote a generic
subset of .:J. This is introduced in order to formulate
a major condition for the results of this paper to hold.
This condition, to be formulated in the next section,
will be specific to a generic subset S of HME struc
tures.
Associated with a structure A is a family of vec
tors of gating functions. Each member is called a
gating vector and is labeled by a parameter vector
v E VA, VA being some parameter space specific to
the structure A. Denote a generic gating vector as
Gv, A = (gJ(·; v))JE A' We assume the 9J(x;v)'s to
be nonnegative, with sum equal to unity, and contin
uous in x and v. Note that JAJA(x, y;B)d>-.(y) = 1
is ensured. Let 9 = {Gv ,A: v E VA , A E .:J} be the
family of gating vectors, which will be referred to as
the gating class.
Now we are ready to define the family of approximator
functions. Let Ih be the set of all function fA's of the
form (3), specific to a structure A, which can be de
noted as Ih ={fA(·, ·; B): 0 E SA} where we use SA
to denote the set of all the grand parameter vector B's.
This set TIA is the set of HME functions from which an
optimal function is chosen by the maximum likelihood
method to approximate the truth. It is assumed that
a structure A is chosen a priori. In practice, people
often analyze data using different choices of structures
and select the best fitting model. We consider in this
paper choosing among the set of structures .:lm n S.
Denote

Ilm,s

=

{f: fEllA; A E

.:Jm nS}.

(4)

This set, IIm,s, is the family of HME functions for
which we examine the approximation rate in �' as
m --+ oo. Note that this family of HME functions is
specific to m, the maximum number of experts, as well
as to some subset S of HME structures, which will be
specified later. We do not explicitly require that IIm,S
be a subset of � in this paper.
Each HME density function fA(x, ·;B) generates a
mean function f.J.A(Xj 0) by

i yfA(x, ·; B)d)..(y)

f.J.A(x; B)
=

L

JEA

9J(x; v)'lj!(aJ+xTf3J),

(5)
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where i/!0= A yw(·, y)d>-.(y) .

f

The parameterization of the HME functions is not
identifiable, in the sense that two different parame
ters 0 in SA can represent the same density function
f in IIm,S· First, the density functions are invariant
under permutation of the expert label J's. Second, if
two experts J and J' propose the same output, i.e.,
if O:J = O:J' and {3J ={3 J', then the mixing propor
tions for these two experts can be arbitrary, as long as
the sum of the two weights are unchanged. This can
lead to the non-identifiability of some components of
parameter v. Our description of the estimation pro
cedure and the statement of the results will take these
identifiability issues into account. The identifiability
issues also suggest that it makes more sense to formu
late the consistency problem in terms of the predicted
mean response, rather than to look at the consistency
of the parameter estimates.
2.3

Method of Fitting

We will use the maximum likelihood method. Sup
pose we estimate the mean response p,(x) based on a
data set of n predictor-response pairs (Xi, Yi), Xi E D,
Yi E A, i=1, ... , n. Let the measure spaces (D, Fn, K)
and (A, FA, )..) be as introduced in Section 2.1. As
sume that (Xi, Yi), i = 1, ..., n are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) random vectors. The
probability measure for Xi is K. The probability mea
sure of Yi conditional on Xi=x has a density cp(x, )
with respect to the measure ).., for all x E n.
·

The log-likelihood function based on the HME model
is

n

Ln,A(B;w)=n-1 L log{/A(Xi, Yi;B)fcpo(Xi, Yi)}
i=l

(6)
where /A(·, ·;0) E TIA is defined in Section 2.2, B E
SA, w is the stochastic sequence of events (Xi, Yi),
i=1, ..., and cpo(Xi, Yi) can be any positive measur
able function of the observed data that does not de
pend on the parameter e. Define the maximum likeli
hood estimator (MLE) Bn,A(w) to be a maximizer (can
be one out of many) of Ln, A(B; w) over a compact set
Fh C SA, i.e.,

Bn,A(w)=arg m'!:x{Ln,A(B; w)}.
IJEBA

(7)

The maximum likelihood method, in the large sam
ple size limit, essentially searches for e which min
imizes the KL divergence KL(fA, r.p) between fA =
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]A(·,·; B)Ell A and cp =cp( ·, ·) E�' where
KL(f, g) =

i:h,

ln�M g(x, y) log { ��:: ��} dx:(x)d>-.(y).

(8)

Due to the non-identifiability of the parameterization,
there is a set of I)'s in ih that minimize the KL diver
gence. Denote this set as e A' which could be expressed
as
6A ={BE F:h

:

I)= arg mi!J. KL(/A(·,·; ()*), cp)}.
8*EBA

(9)

Based on any MLE Bn,A = Bn,A(·), a predicted mean
response can be constructed as J..LA(x;Bn,A)· We do not
explicitly require that for two different global MLEs
the predicted mean responses be the same. The MSE
of a predicted mean response is defined by

is a compact set which is so large that it con
tains a point BX8 which minimizes the following L2
distance_ between h (·, ·; B) EllA and cp(·,·) E� among
all() E6A:
IliA(·,·;B)- cp(·,·)ll2 =

{ {h(x,y;B)- cp(x,y)}2cp(x,y)dx:d>-..
ln®A

Fh is chosen so large that it contains a point Bk8
satisfying

I. e.,

Condition 2 {Uniform
Convergence
of
Log-Likelihood) For some function cp0(·, ·) introduced
in (6},

sup ILn,A(B;w)- Loo,A(B)I-+

8Elh

where E is the expectation taken on the MLE Bn,A, J.LA
and J.L are defined in (5) and (2), respectively.
2.4

Technical Definitions

Two technical definitions are introduced below. We
will use these definitions to formulate a major condi
tion under which our theorem holds.
{Fine Partition). For v = 1,2, ..., let
)
v
Q( ={Q�)}JEA<vl, A(v) E.J, be a partition off! C
!li8 with Euclidean metric p(·, ) {This means that for
fixed v, the Q�) 's are mutually disjoint subsets of !li8
whose union is n.)
Definition 1

·

.

Let Pv = card(A(v)), {Pv EN).
If Pv -+ oo and for all�' TJ EQ�), p(�, TJ) � co/P�/s
for some constant co independent of v, J, �' TJ, then
{ Q( v) : v = 1, 2, ...} is called a sequence of fine par
titions with structure sequence {A(v)} and cardinality
sequence {Pv } .
{Sub-Geometric). A sequence {Pv} is
sub-geometric if Pv EN, Pv -+ oo as v -+ oo, and
1 < IPv+ l/Pv l < M2 for allv =1,2, ..., where M2 is
some finite constant.

Definition 2

0

for almost all stochastic sequences w, where
Loo,A(B) =

{ cp(x,y) log{fA(x,y;B)fcpo(x,y)}dx:d>.
ln®A

is continuous in ()Eih.
Condition 3

(As,p)· For a subsetS

c

.J, there is a

fine partition sequence {{Q�)} JEA<vl: v = 1,2, ...}
0
with a sub-geometric cardinality sequence {Pv : v =
1,2,...} and a structure sequence{A�v): v= 1, 2, . ..}
where A�v) ES for all v, such that for all v, for all
£ > 0, there exists vE EVA(v) and a gating vector
0
Gv.,A�v) ={gJ(X; Vg)}JEA� v) EQ,

v
A� )ES,

such that

Here, ll f ( - )llv,�< =
lf(x)IPdx:(x)} l/v, where x: is
any finite measure on 0.; XB ( ·) is the character func
tion for a subset B of 0., i.e., XB (x) = 1 if x E B, 0
otherwise.

{f0

In this paper, we will only state the conditions and the
results. The proofs of the results will appear elsewhere.

This condition is a restriction on the gating class g.
Loosely speaking, it indicates that the vectors of local
gating functions in the parametric family should arbi
trarily approximate the vector of characteristic func
tions for a partition of the predictor space n, as the
cells of the partition become finer.

(Scope of Maximum Likelihood Search
ing} The scope of the maximum likelihood searching,

The next two conditions place restrictions on the func
tion 1r ( ·, · ) introduced in (1).

3

Results and Conditions

Condition 1
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(One-Sided Roundedness of 1r and f)h 1r)
For any bounded subset H of lR, there is a constant
M1 < oo, possibly depending on H, such that
Condition 4

(Consistency of the Maximum Likelihood
Method) Let (MSE)n,A be as defined in {10}. Under
regularity conditions 1, 2, 4, 5 and As,2 ,

Theorem 3

lim lim sup

(a) suphEH,yEA l1r(h, y)l :S M1

m-+oo

(b) suphEH,yEA l8h1r(h, y)l :S M1
(Two-Sided Roundedness of 1f) For any
bounded subset H of lR, there exist constants M1, M3 E
(0, oo), possibly dependent on H , such that

Condition 5

Now we are ready to state our main results.
The following theorem states that the HME of GLM1s
can be used to approximate one-parameter exponential
family densities with arbitrary smooth mean functions
in a transformed Sobolev space ¢(W200), as the number
of experts m increases.

lim sup
n-+oo

Next we claim that the commonly used logistic type
gating vectors [e.g., in Jordan and Jacobs (1994)] sat
isfy the condition As,p for some S and p. We first
define the logistic gating class £.
Definition 3

>

0.

Here II/IlP =
1/ P
lf(x, y)IPdu(x, y)
where O" is any probabil
ity measure on n 0 A, such that f, cp are measurable
for all f EU AE.J" ITA and cp E <P, and O" has a density
function cp(x, y) with respect to the product measure
1i 0 A, such that
cp(x, y)d>.(y) = 1 for all XEf!.

}

{ fn®A

fA

It is common to measure the discrepancy between two
density functions by the KL divergence. The following
theorem states that the HME functions can approach
the target functions in the sense that the KL diver
gence converges to zero, as the number of experts m
increases.
(Approximation Rate in KL Diver
gence}. Under Conditions 4, 5 and the condition As,2 ,

Theorem 2

sup inf KL(f, cp) :::; c* jm41s
rpE.P /ETI,.,s

(Logistic Gating Class).

(j1, ... ,jt) EA, A= 0 �=1Ak E.:1, Let

For J

9J(x; v) = % ...je(x; v)

(Approximation Rate). Under the con
dition As,p and Condition 4,

for some constant c

inf (MSE)n A < __i_ ,
AESn.J",.
' - m4 / s

where c is a positive constant independent of n, m and
the structure A.

Theorem 1

.
c
sup mf II/- cpiiP :S --zr;
m
rpE.P /ETirn,S

inf (MSE)n ' A = 0.
AESn.J",.

Here s = dim(D), n is the sample size, m =
supAESn.J",. {card(A)}, and Jm
{A
A E
.:1, card(A) :S m} is the set of all HME structures con
taining no more than m experts. Actually

M3 :S l1r(h, y) l :S M1 for all hEH, yEA.
[Note that this is a stronger condition than Condi
tion 4(a).]

n-+oo

exp(r/>h ..·iq-liq+xT"Yh ...i -liq)
exp(r/>J1···Jq-1kq+x T"Vlh···iq-lkq ) '
L.., kqEAq

= f1l_
q-1 ""'

Ef! = [0 l 1] 8 l

X

·

""
·
I Jl

·

·
·
· .. Jq-l]q
· ElR8 l "'
'f'Jl
·
.. ·J q-lJq
•

for all JrEAr; r = 1, ... , q; q = 1, .. . , f;

E lR l

v = {bh ... i -d ' </;jl .. .i -d ):
. .
. .
JrEAr; r = 1, . .. , q; q = 1, .. . , £} .
Let VA be the set of all such v 's. Then, Gv,A
{gJ(·; v) } JEA is called a vector of logistic gating func
tions for structure A. The set of all such Gv,A 's,
v E VA, A E .:T, is denoted as £, the logistic gating
class.
For the logistic gating class, we have the following
lemma.
For HME with logistic gating class g = £,
the condition As,p is satisfied for all p E N, for all
finite measure li associated with the Lp-norm, which
is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure on n, and forS = Ss where Ss = {A E.:T:
dim(A) :S s}, s = dim(D).
Lemma 1

where KL ( , ) is defined in

From this lemma, we immediately obtain the following
corollary:

The next theorem states that the maximum likelihood
method based on GLM1 models is consistent in esti
mating the mean functions in ¢(W�).

If the gating class is g = £ (logistic),
then Theorem 1, 2 and 3 hold for S =Ss and any p E
N whereSs ={AE.:T: dim(A):::; s} , s = dim(D).

for some constant c*
{8}.

> 0,

·

·

Corollary 1
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This corollary indicates that the approximation rates
and the consistency result can be obtained within the
family of HME networks with no more than s layers,
s being the dimension of the predictor.
We conclude this section by making some remarks on
the conditions 1, 2, As,p, 4 and 5.
(i) Only Conditions 2 and As p are "big" conditions.
As,p was checked for logistic gating class. Condi
tion 2 could be reduced to more primitive condi
tions by a uniform law of large numbers (Jennrich
1969, Theorem 2). It is straightforward to show
that Condition 2 will hold if the following more
primitive condition holds:
,

(Alternative of Condition 2}. For
any bounded subset H C !R, there exists some inte
grable function M(y) (i. e. , E{M(Y)} < oo,} such
that

Condition 6

sup J log{1r( h, y)/7ro(y)}J:::; M(y)

hEH

for some positive measurable function 7ro(Y) inde
pendent of h.
This condition is satisfied for one-parameter ex
ponential family regression models, in which case
Condition 6 is reduced to the existence of E(Y),
the unconditional expectation of the response
variable.
(ii) Condition 5, used in Theorems 2 and 3, holds
for logistic regression models, but does not hold
for normal, exponential or Poisson models, where
the density functions can be arbitrarily close to
zero in the tails of the distribution of y. How
ever the condition does hold for truncated normal,
exponential and Poisson models, and the trunca
tion parameters can be made arbitrarily large. In
some sense, the untruncated exponential family
regression models might be regarded as being very
"close" to the truncated ones with very large trun
cation parameters, for which Condition 5 holds.
(iii) The other conditions are very mild. For instance,
Condition 4 is easily checked to hold for normal,
exponential and Poisson distributions. Neverthe
less, Condition 1 is hard to check in practice, al
though it looks plausible.

terms of approximating a certain class of relatively ar
bitrary density functions, namely, the density func
tions of one-parameter exponential family regression
models with conditional mean functions belonging to
a transformed Sobolev space. We demonstrated that
the approximation rate is of order O(m-218) in Lp
norm, or of order O(m-418) in KL divergence. We also
showed that the maximum likelihood (ML) approach,
which is associated with some optimal statistical prop
erties and a convenient maximization algorithm, is
consistent in estimating the mean response from data,
as the sample size and the number of experts both
increase. Moreover, we claim that the approximation
rate and the consistency result can be achieved within
the family of HME structures with no more than s lay
ers, where s is the dimension of the predictor, and m
is the number of experts in the network. Two remarks
can be made: (i) We do not claim that the O(m-218)
approximation rate in Lp norm cannot be achieved by
fewer than s layers of experts. (ii) We do not claim
that the O(m-218) rate is optimal. In fact, for the
special case of mixing linear model experts, Zeevi et
al. (1998) have shown that the rate O(m-218) can be
achieved within one-layer networks. Also, they have
shown that a better rate can be achieved if higher
than second-order continuous differentiability of the
target functions is assumed. Our work are different
from Zeevi et al. (1998) on the following aspects: (i)
We deal with mixtures of gener alized linear models
instead of the mixtures of ordinary linear models. (ii)
We consider the set-up of the HME networks instead
of the single-layer mixtures of experts. (iii) We con
sider the maximum likelihood method instead of the
least-squares approach for model fitting. (iv) Related
to the use of the maximum likelihood method, we ob
tained the approximation rate in terms of probability
density functions instead of in terms of the mean re
sponse. (v) We have formulated the conditions of our
results in a way that is protective of the inherent non
identifiability problems of the parameterization.
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